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The nurpose of thir study was to examine the relationship between father-absence and anxiety levelr in male
cohere students (-=59).

h auestiornaire was utilized to

identify father-absence and four variables associated with
father-absence:

type or reason for father's absence, length

of absence, age of onset, and availability of a father surrogate.

Levels of anxiety were defined by scores on the Taylor

7anifest Anxiety Scale (AS).

A t test comparison of the

MAS means of the father-absent students and the MAS means
of a father-present control group was not significant.

Chi

square analyses of M1-3 scores in the father-absence group
failed to find significant differences in anxiety according
to type, length, age of onset, and availability of a father
surrogate.

These results are discussed in comparison with

other recent studies on this topic and possible explanations
of discrepancies are offered.

Chapter 1
Introduction
'ntil recently, the influence of father-absence on the
personality development of children has larrely been a mute
issue in the professional literature.

This is perhaps under-

standable because the family in western industrial society has
traditionally been considered matricentric.

As ouch, the

major resronsibility for meeting and satisfying the physiological and psycholorical needs of the children has frequently
been solely under the jurisdiction and direction of the mother.
Consequently, the father's primary importance has been
inexorably restricted to his economic contribution to the
family's welfare and happiness.

The father, in fact, was not

even expected to assume a major role in the solialization
process of the children (Corer, 194P; rauckhohn, 1949).
This apparent lack of recognition of the importance of
the father has been saliently reflected in the paucity of
scientific investigations in the professional literature
concerning this topic.

Peterson, Becker, Hellmer, Shoemaker,

and Quay (1959), for example, reviewed American family
research between 1Q29 and 1956 and discovered only 11 publications pertaining to the father-child relationship.

Con-

versely, these researchers reported over lO devoted to the
mother-child relationship.
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Mere recently, however, the insreasin, prevalence of
fatherless families in our society has renerated • subntantial 'mount of current interest and concern repardin,
the character and consequences of the father's role, resultin,
in a rapidly exrandinf body of father-ahnence research.
.ieveral researchers, includinr Clailsen (1Q((), Herzog and
udia (lq70). iettigrew (10f.4), :;chlesineer 1101‘). and
.4ynn (1964), have reported that over ten percent of the children in the -nited States, an alarming seven million, reside
In fatherless families.

The imrlications of such a staggering

figure have justifiably influenced many investigators to
address themselves to the issue of the father's role in the
family and the concomitant effects of father-absence on the
children.
The results of much of this research generally suggest
two major conclusions.

The first is the generalization that

father-absence is associated with deleterious and debilitating effects an the children's personality development,
manifested as deficits and/or abnormalities in a number of
critical areas, includin

sex-role development, cognitive

functioning, interrersonal relations, and personal adjustment (Biller, 1071).

The second conclusion suggests that

the validity of this first generalization is certainly greater
in the case of male children (3ach, 1946; Biller, 1070;
Lynn

Sawrey, 1050).
Several writers have even examined the four crucial

variables of father-absence: type, length, age of onset, and
availability of a father surrogate, and have suggested that
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such variables differentially influence these effects.

Amsor

(OAP), Hetherinrton (1.0"), and ',mode (lnel), etudyinr the
differential effect" of tyre of father-absence, have renorted
that father-absence due to divorce or eeparatior may be more
debilitatinr and harmful than father-absence resultinr from
dtath.

.;imilarly. additional re-..arch reiards the first five

year', and In some cares the first two years, as critical in
initiating and fostering the adverse effect r of fatherabrence (Biller - 3ahm, 1r)11.; ilanchard
Hetherington, 196r: ledersen

1971;

:tabson, lorn; Santrock, 1070b).

The availability of father surrorates has also been examined
by researchers, who surgest that male surrorate models are
capable of limiting or reducing some of the effects of fatherabsence Gash, 10(5; :;artrock. 1070a, .;teimel. 10(0; .littorSmith, Rosenberg,' Landy, 10(e; •ohlford, Santrock. 'lerger,
5 Liberman, 1171).

Finally, Biller (1071), among others,

has emphasized the rather obvious differential effects of
length of father-absence.
Focusing specifically within the area of personal adjustment, father-absence has frequently been associated with high
anxiety levels in male children.

Research suggests that

paternally deprived children often experience insecurity in
interrersonal relationships, which fosters feelings of anxiety
and low self-esteem (Biller, 1071).

This feeling of insecurity

or inadequacy arrears to be the cumulative effect of many
factors which revolve around the role of the father as a
psychological, social, and economic model.
The pervasive influence of the father as a model in all

aspects of the children's personallty development is essential
and critical (Biller. 071).

3unplyine emotional securitY,

companionship, masculinity, and economic stability, the
father establishes and rromotes an atmosphere that adequately
prepares the children for life.

A

decisive and competent

father who allow u his children to be independent nurtures
and facilitates their ability to cope with their environment
(Hose,.

L'Andrade. l901 Van Manen, 10(8).

In addition,

naternal celf-confidencP, encouragement, and involvement are
important factors leading to the development of the children's
problem-solving skills and ability to think flexibly
(lronfebrenner, 10(1; lussen, Young, Caddini,

-orante, 100).

Father-absent children are often without this solid
rreraration and, as a result, Perceive many environmental
crises as unsolvable (Biller, 10
'
7C). :oreover, feelings of
beinr, different from other children can contribute to a
sense of inadequacy or inferiority.

Father-absent children

are also quite likely to experience various levels of economic and financial insecurity, a situation which is
rtrikin, ly nrevalent in lower classes families.
The nurpose of the present research was to investigate
this relationship between father-absence and high anxiety
levels in males, while simultaneously examining the differential effects of type, lerrth, and are of onset of fatherabsence, and availability of a father surror-ate.

Charter 2
.teview of Literature
A review of the literatlre has revealed that fatherabsence may frequently be asrociated with hirh anxiety levels
in nale children.

A careful scritiny of many of the studies

In this literature, however, yields a number of methodological deficiencies which serve to restrict the scope of
their interpretations. .erhars the most salient of these
deficiencies has been the failure to adequately srecify and
to s'Ibsequently examine the fo,Ir critical variables of fatherabsence: tyre, lenrth, are of onset, and availability of a
father surrogate.

Bach of these variables has been demon-

strated to differentially influence the effects of fatherabsence (Benson, 1962; Diller, 1071; Biller

:ahm, 1071;

-31anchard (11 Biller, 1971; i:oode, 1961; Hetherinrton, 1966,
1973; . ash, 1965; Iedersen

Rabson, 1969; Santrock, 1970a,

1970b; Steimel, 1960; Sutton-Smith et al., 196e; .ohlford
et al., 1970).

Additional variables that have not always

been acco,Inted for or controlled inclnde race, ICI, socioeconomic backs-ro-nd, sibling constellation, and birth order.
Directly pertaining to the scope of this investigation,
only one study has actually empirlcally explored the preceise relationship between father-absence and high anxiety
levels in a male colle-e por'llation (leichty, 196C).

In-

stead, much of the research has focused its attention and
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efforte to sttdyi,
Nr, withl" child and adoloPeent nortlationa o
the varioqe relationehirn betwee. father-ab!tonce and aexVele identification (ncCore.

eCord.

Thurber. 10621 Stephens.

1041). sex-role Identification and anxiety (Latowick. 10551
71ussen, 10(1; Schoenne, Harrard. g Havirhurst. 1053), and
father-absence and adjustment nroblems (Cervantes. 1965;
Layman, 10(1; Lynn

:iawrey, 1950; iederser. 1)6f; Rouman.

105(1 :iussel. 10571 Suedfield, 10(7).

•.hen the relation-

-thin between father-ahrence and anxiety level- was directly
Investi-ated, elenentary school por.11ations were ,rtilized
(.:och, 1961; Stolz, Dowley, Chance, stevenson,
t'ohncon, Faust, .rval1,

llman,

yder,

Cowin, 1954).

Them was also a lack of sufficient controls in these studies.
As a result, the rrecise relationship between

father-absence

and hiFh anxiety levels in a colle;re nonulation requires
f-rther clarification.
The limited research directly investigating the relationship be gcen father-absence and anxiety levels, which utilized child ropIllations, has Fenerally been fraught with inadequate controls.

Frequently, there has been no specifi-

cation of tyre, lenFth, and ace of onset of father-absence,
and availability of a father surroFate.

In addition, poten-

tially relevant variables such as IQ, socioeconomic backrround, birth order, and sibling constellation have not always been exrlicitl- considered, either in subject matchinr
or in data analysis (-Aller, 1071).

Cne of the earliest

works was a theoretical review by 7reud ard other psychoanalytic writers which examined personality dysfunctiorirr

le 'melee ad otriceptialired anxle.ty

as a

of father-ahmence trerichel. 1q45).
viewre

primary coneeque.-ce

Ae rich, anxiety war

natlral and Inevitable derivative of the

resolved :ed!ral nituation.
.0ch (1)61) colnarrd two rro 1r:

.lon-prohlem pre-

school male and female ch!ldren, one fron son-broken hones
and the other from divorte-broken homes. on the basis of a
projective test of anxiety and a series of ,,arert Interviews.

The two rro ins were matched by nairinr each child

from the broken-home rro,In with a child of equivalent Ii
and chronolorical a-c from the comnlete-home

ror.

Sirnifi-

carltly higher anxiety test scores obtained for the brokenhome rroun, surrestinr that the pre-school, father-absent
child was more likely to experience adjustment difficulties
involvinv anxiety than one from a father-rresert home.

In

study, however, no effort was made to examine the
differential effects of lenrth and a-e of onset of fatherabsence and availability of father surro,7-ates within a child
ponulation.

Stolz et al. (1054) reported that 4- to '-

year-old children, who had been father-absent early in life
due to military service hut whose fathers had subsequently
returned, were more anxious than children whose fathers
were continually present since birth.

These previously

father-serarated children emitted more anxiety with neers
and adults, in story completion sessions where the situation involved the father, and according to mothers' rePorts
concerning their fears.

Imnortantly, however, the fathers

were present in the homes at the time of the study and

were experiencint stressful relatiorships with their childrer.
Additional research han invertirated the association
between father-absence and anxiety related to sex and sexrole identification.

These invertirations priearily studied

child and adolescent populations.

Furthereore, they failed

to explore any of the critical variables of father-absence,
type, lenrth, ape of onset, and availability of a father
surrovate.

'..itephens (19(,1), for example, reported a survey

of rocial workers, which compared five matched nairs of
families, each rair containing one mother-child and one
father-mother-child family.

Rerults indicated a higher

level of anxiety regarding sex and a sipnificant tendency
toward more overt femininity among mother-child family boys.
A similar study (McCord et al., 19(2) analyzed social workers' direct observations of early adolescent boys durinF a
five-year period.

They found that father-absent boys ex-

hibited significantly more anxiety about sex than did a control group of father-rresent boys.

Both of these studies,

however, employed social worker!:' observations as their sole
assessment of anxiety, a limitation that must be considered
in the interpretation of the results.
In one of the rare studies utilizing a college porulation, Leichty (1960) associated father-absence with anxiety concerning mother-father sexual interaction.

She ad-

ministered the 31acky Test to compare a father-absent group
of male freshmen with a father-present rroup.

She failed,

however, to identify any relevant variables other than
father-absence or father-presence.

Moreover, the suitability

of the !tacky Test, which in a crojective technique desirrIle
for 460 with children, is questionable as an assessment
instrument for a college copulation.
Another net of investigations destiny nrimarily with
adolescent and college populations examined the relationchic between sex-role identification and anxiety (Laeowick.
!tosenberg. 1951 Schoerre

19551 Y.ussen, 19611 Sutton-Smith
et al.. 1953).

'one of these studies, however, specified

or explored the issue of father-absence.

Ir his study.

::usser (19E1) contrasted two groups of adolescent boys who
took a vocational interest inventory during their senior year
in high school.

One group consisted of subjects with the

most masculine interest scores, and the other of subjects
with the most feminine scores.

Several kinds of other data

were also collected in connection with the
California Adolescent Growth Study.

niversity of

In general, it was

found that a high level of masculine identification among
adolescent boys was associated with feelings of personal
adequacy and emotional stability.

Feminine interest boys,

in contrast, displayed more overt manifestations of tension
and restlessness and less overall adjustment.

Sutton-Smith

and Rosenberg (104 ), employing measures of masculinity,
femininity, anxiety, and impulsivity in college students,
suggested that males with inappropriate sex-role characteristics and/or low in masculinity were highly anxious.

Simi-

larly, Lazowick's (1055) investigation of manifest-anxiety
scores of 20- male college students revealed higher anxiety
scores for those subjects with poor sex-role adjustment and

IC
identification.

Conversely, evidence from Sehooroe et al.

(1nc1), based on exhauetive, interdisciplinary data from a
small, select namnle, suurested that chronic anxiety and
poor adjustment were relatively Ancommon amonr boys with
nrorer sex-role identification.

As indicated earlier, how-

ever, none of these studies included a measure or assessment of father-absence.
A final area of rerearch has explored the relationship
between father-absence and a variety of adjustment rrohlens.
Including nersonal, scholastic, and occupational difficulties.

The studies in this area, in addition to rener-

ally utilizinp child and adolescent populations, have not
focused on anxiety.

One category of studies has suggested

that father-absent children are more immature and have a
higher incidence of behavior problems in interrersonal ard
scholastic adjustment within the school setting.

In his

investigation of the relationship between school Problems
_, examined approximately
(
and parental factors, Rouman (l95.
400 guidance service case studies of 5- to IC-year old children and adolescents in four situationsi employed mother,
step-parent, lack of adult male, and control.

ising person-

ality profiles and reasons for referral, Rouman discovered
that individuals without an adult male felt their greatest
problem was a sense of personal worthlessness.

7oreover,

they were most often referred for academic failure, although, comrared with the other groups, they were not lacking
in intellectual capacity.

Similar findings were described

by Russell (1057), who compared a father-absent group of
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in
school children with a father-cresent 'roue, latched
chronolorical are. sex, race. and intellirence.

Children

from broken homes exhibited sirnificantly more behavior
problems, includinf lyinr, stealinr, disobedience, enuresis,
and extreme expression of arper.
Lynn and !iawrey (1q59) investirated the developmental
effects of father-absence on
children.

e-

to 10-year old -orwerian

'rather-absent boys and firls, whe- compared to a

father-present control (- min, were more immature and less
well-adjusted.

Layman (10(0) also found a relationshir

between father-absence and immaturity natterns in school
activare children, demonstrated by infantile hand to mouth
ity.
edersen (19(6) compared the extent of father-absence
male
in a rroup of 27 emotionally disturbed 11-15 year old
nonmilitary dependents with a matched group of normal,
disturbed boys.

both rrrouns were comparable in chronolog-

branch
ical age, birth order, maternal and raternal ages,
status, and
of military service, active duty versus retired
parental
family socioeconomic background as determined by
educational level and military rank.

Although relatively

groups,
long periods of father-absence were common for both
extent of
it was only within the disturbed group that the
disturbance,
father-absence was related to level of emotional
as measured by the Rogers .3cale of Adustment.

In addition,

suggested
comparlsons of parental 71-1. data for both groups
lves
that the mothers of the disturbed boys were themse
the normals.
significantly more disturbed than the mothers of
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The author felt that this 1rdicated that ad!lstod, rsycholorically healthy 'others %ay he able to en mteract some of
the effects of paternal deprivation.
Another caterory of studies has exa.ni-ed adjustment
problems which are manifested by difficulties in fulfillin,
lonr-term resnonsibilities.

One such study (Cervantes,

1965) invertirated 25 nairs of Caucasian youths from six
major cities, matched according to sex, chronolorical are,
IQ. secondary -chool, and general socioeconomic background.
Each nair consisted of a youth who had drorned out of school
and one who was successfully completing the last semester
of his high school education.

'mploying three instruments:

a questionnaire, a tared interview, and the Thematic
Aprrecention Test, Cervantes found the tynical home of the
dropout to be characterized by raternal inadequacy and absence.

o information was specified, nor were subsequent

data collected, however, concerning any of the critical variables of father-absence: type, length, are of onset, and
availability of a father surrogate.
Cnnrruent findings were reported by Suedfield (1067)
in his investigation of Ieace Corns volunteers.

Endeavoring

to determine predictors of overseas success among applicants, data were comriled on the presence of the biological
father during the volunteer's childhood.

Jr two '

dent, random samrles, the proportion of individuals from
fatherless homes was significantly larger among unsuccessful volunteers who had returned to the '1-11.ted States before
the scheduled comrletion of their tours because of conduct

11
and adjustftent problems. :;uodfield thus con
cluded that
raternal absence durirr childhood sirnifiea
ntly differentiated friccessful from unsuccessful volunteers.

Arproxima-

tinr the limitations of Cervantes ° study, however, Sue
dfield
considered only the absence or rresence in the home of
the
hiolorical father.

Charter
4tatement of the .rblem
.ieveral research irvertirations. inclqdinr 3iller (1)7C,
1071), 4och (10(1). Lazowick (1055). Leichty 119(0). :1cCord
et al. (1062).

ucsen (10r1). ,;choerpe et al. (1953).

Sterhers (10(1). and Stolz et al. (1954), have examined the
various relationshins amonr father-absence, sex-role identification, adjustment Problems, and anxiety levels in male
children.

A careful scrutiny of many of these investirations,

however, yields a rumber of deficiencies which serve to
restrict the score of their irternretations.

"a-,y of the

researchers, for examrle, have rerarded father-absence in
an overly simplistic fashion, failinr to adequately specify
and to exrlore the critical variables of tyre, lenrth, are
of onset, and availability of a father surrogate, each of
which has been demonstrated to differentially influence the
effects of father-absence (Benson, 196P; Biller, 1071;
Biller .

lahm, 1971; Blanchard

Biller, 1')71; '-oode, 19(0;

Hetherinrton, 1966, 1973; 1:ash, 1965; Pedersen

Rabson,

10(9; Sartrock, 1070a, 1970b; Steimel, 1060; Sutton-Smith
et al., 10('; Johlford et al., 1n70).
Directly within the score of this investiration, with
, (1955), Leichty (1060), and
the exception of Lazowicl:
Sutton-Smith and Rosenberr (19(5), very few studies have
empirically explored the relationship between father-absence

14

IS
and anxiety levele in a sole cohere

Instead,

iptch of the re earch han devoted its attentIon to -t.tdvirtr o
within child and adolescent norliationr, the various relationshins hetween father-absence and sex-role identification,
sex-role identification and anxiety, and father-absenct and
adjustment nroblemc.

Aen. in fact, father-ahrence ard

anxiety levels were directly inve-tirated, child rorulations
were utilized in studies that were characterized by insufficient controls.

As a result, the nrecire relationshir

between father-absence and anxiety levels in a male college
poPulation, examining the long-tern effects of anxiety
r,IrPortedly initiated in and fostered by early childhood
father-absence, is still in need of further clarification.
It was the ,-N,Irpose of thi- investigation, therefore,
to determine whether a significant relationship exists
between father-absence and anxiety levels in a male college
population, while simultaneously examining the differential
effects of type, len-th, age of onset of father-absence,
and availability of a father surrogate.

Consequently, this

investigation hypothesized that college males who have exrerienced early childhood father-absence will manifest significantly more anxiety than father-nresent college males.

In

addition, the following were hy,lothesized concerning the
father-absent data: (1) father-absent anxiety levels will
be differentially infli,enced by the caterories of type of
father-absence, divorce-separation-desertion and deathmilitary service-emnloyment; (?) father-absent anxiety levels
will be differentially influenced by the categories of length

14
of ?ether-absence, lens than three years and over throe roa
ns
(1) father-absent anxiety levels will be differentially
infl.lenced by the folic esti/porter of ape of onset of fatherabnence, i.e., less than one year, 1-1 years, 3-5 yearr, and
over five years, (4) father-absent anxiety level n will he
differentially inflqenced by the prenence and abcence esterorien of availability of a father surro.Tate.

Charter 4
.
.ethod
2
;.:1411Acitu
r
:
i

Stibjects were male, undergraduate college students,
enrolled i- three larre nidwestern universities.
ranged in are 4srom
tween 1P and

O.

lr to 36

They

years, with nost falling be-

Cne the bars of a questionnaire adninis-

terPd to a ronulation of 320 males,
identified as father-absent.

51 ind;vid'Ial- were

Fro-, the renairinr 2
(1 males

in this porllation, 5n father-present persons were selected
at random.
InL_tmaLentc
The :anifest Anxiety Scale (AS) was utilized as the
measre of general, chronic anxiety levels (see Appendix A).
Developed by Taylor (1953), it consists of 50 tr7e-false
itens drawn from the :linnesota Llultiphasic Iersonality
Inventory which were judged by five clinical psychologists
to be indicative of manifest anxiety.

Separate sex norms

are included and are based or a sample of 1,071 undergraduate college students.

Scoring yields quantative results

totaling 0 to 50, with higher scores reflecting higher anxiety levels.
The internal consistency of the test has been determined to be relatively high.

Hilgard, Jones, and iarlar

(1051) reported a split-half reliability coefficient of
17

.02 for the test.

The MA5 has also demonstrated adeqqate

stability of test scores over time.

Taylor (1053) reported

a test-retest reliability of .F0 over a three
week period.
.P7 over a five -month period. a-A .Fl over
nine to 17 months.
Stqdies dealinr with the validity of the Ait.J as
leasure
of anxiety wrest that it correlates rouitively
with other
raper and pencil measures of anxiety.

Aaphelson (1957),

for examrle, reported a correlation of

.53 between the MAS

and a paper and pencil measure of the tendenc
y to become
anxious in testing situations, which was develored
by :andler
and Sarason (1952).

Scores on the :"A.; have also been deter-

mined to be related to clinical iltdrements of anxiety
.

Buss,

.4iener, Durkee, and Baer (1955) rerorted a correlation of
.60 between MAS scores and pooled ratirrs of anxiety
of
relropsychiatric natients conducted by four clinical psychologists.
The father-absence questionnaire (see Appendix 3)
was
composed of two sections.

The first section consisted of

pertinent background information, which included chronolorical are, marital status, race, sibling constellation,
'flirth order, socioeconomic backrround, and specific
historical data concerning the applicability of father-absenc
e,
which was operationally defined as the father's physical
absence from the home on a continuous basis before the
individual entered elementary school.

This latter infor-

mation specified the four critical variables of fatherabsence: type, lenrth, age of onset, and availability of
a father surrogate, each of which was divided into

10
a..rrorriate caterories.

Tyre of father.etwo.,e., at. frarristed

v,v the research of 4e,
Nso.- (10iPl. Hrther 4,,on, t1,
0 4 ). and
Goode (100), war divided into
divorcr-4+erarationdesertion and (2) death-isilitarv serviceemrlorsont.
lenrth of father-ahsence, utilisinr hille
r (1071).
was caterorized into (1) lers than three
yearr and (2) over
three year!. The investirationr of 3111
er and 3uhn (1071).
Ltlanchard and 3111er (1971). Hetherinrton /14 1.06
), ledersen
and Rahron (10 0). and .3antrock (107011) influ
enced the
division of are of onset into (1) 1 year or less.
(2) 1-3

years. (3) 3-5 years. and (4) over 5 year
s.

Finally, as

suggested by sash (065), Santrock (1070a.
Steimel (0(0)
Sutton-S-ith et al. (0(P), and Johlford et al.
(070),
availability of a father surrogate was divid
ed into (1)
presence and (2) absence categories.
iroce_dure
Male, undergraduate students from three midwe
rterr.
universities were recruited to voluntarily parti
cipate in
the research investigation.

Students were petitioned to

comrlete the instruments as truthfully as possi
ble.
At the conclusion of the administrati
ons, each of the
questionnaires was examined to determine the anpli
cability
of father-absence, operationally defined as the fathe
r's
rhysical absence from the home on a continuous
basis before
the individual entered elementary school.

The results of

this examination were utilized to select 5Q fath
er-absent
individuals who had indicated in. their questionna
ires that
they had experienced father-absence, and 59 fath
er-present

7C
indiyidal

who were chosen at random from the 241 who had

Ineleated that they had not exeerioneed father-absence.
Following the selection of the 51 father-absent males and
the C1 father-rresent males, each mrsonin US protocol war
scored by standardized procedlres without reference to
identifying data (Taylor. 1153). .icoring yielded quantatiye
restate falling between 1 and 14, with higher scores reflecting higher anxiety levels.

In addition, to accommodate the

chi square orerations in th0 analysis. the .46

scores of

the 50 father-absent Individuals were arbitrarily divided
intc thirds, yielding low (1-11), medium (12-1)), and high
(2('-14) categories, and into halves, yielding low (1-15)
and high (.P-'
() catepories.
Apalvcir
Response data from the questionnaires were examined in
two major analyses.

:n the first analysis, each of the 50

father-absent students was randomly paired with one of the
5(4 father-present students and a I test for differences
between the .f.k.J means of the two groups was applied accord Inv to standard statistical procedures.

If the probability

associated with the value of I was determined to be significant (r< .(",) ir a one-tailed test, the null hypothesis,
stating that there was no difference between the -AAS means
of the father-absence and father-presence groups, would be
rejected.
The second major analysis armlied four senarate and
distinct chi square operations in standard statistical procedures, comparing 4AS scores of the 50 father-absent males
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with each of the catororiee of tyre, lent h. and are of or.
!mt of father-absence and availa%ility of a father-srrorate.

The first operation, anxiety versus tyre of father-abeence,
conpared low, lodiun, and hirh lik; scores with the divorceseparatlon-desertior caterory and with the death-nilitary
service-emnloyment caterory.

In the second operation, anxi-

ety vervis lenrth of father-absence. low, neditin, and hirh
MA.; scorer were compared with the lee's than three years
caterory and with the over three years caterory.

The third

oreration examined anxiety versur are of onset and compared
low and hirh 7AS scores with each of the followinr caterories: 1 year or less. 1-1 years, 1-5 years, ard over
years.

5

Finally, the fourth oreration, anxiety versus avail-

ability of a father surrorate, comrared low, medium, and
hiph MAS scores with the presence/absence categories.
If each of the chi square distributions was found sirnificant

(r (.05),

the null hypotheses, statinp that the

MAS anxiety levels would not be differentially distributed
among the categories of each of the variables of fatherabsence, would be rejected.

Chapter 5
Results
Two major analyses. a / test for differences between
the MAS means and four nerarate chi square operations, were
In

emrloyed to test the hyPotheses of this investigation.

the first analysis. the '4A.; means of the father-absence and
father-presence grours were 14.42 and 11.0?, respectively.
An application of a / test for differences between these
means yielded insignificant results. 1(5P)=1.54, 2> .05.
The null hypothesis was thus accepted.
In the second analysis, four senarate chi square onerations examining the questionnaire and

1A:3 data from the

50 father-absent individuals were utilized to delineate
specific sources of anxiety within the father-absence group.
Altho.Th the t test did not indicate significant differences
in anxiety between the father-almsent and father-present
males, it was possible that the chi square analysis of the
data from the father-absence group would reveal significant
differences associated with the variables previously found
to differentially influence the effects of father-absence,
i.e., tyre, length, and age of onset of father-absence,
and availability of a father surrogate.
In. the first oreration, anxiety versus tyre of fatherabsence, the chi square computation yielded an insignificant
distribution, x2(2)=1.72, p > .05 (see Appendix 0).
22

The null

21
hyrethenie was aceerted.

Anxiety Immix lenrth of fathor.

absence, the second operation, also yielded an insignificant distribution. x2(3)= .977. 2:>.0, (see Appendix D),
resulting in the acceptance of the null hypothesis.

The

third chi square operation, exanining anxiety versus age of
onset of father-abrence, yielded an insignificant distribution. x2(2)2.64. 0.05 (see Arpendix
hypothesis was accepted.

and the null

Finally, anxiety versus avail-

ability of a father surrogate, the fourth operation, similarly yielded an insignificant distribution. x2(2). 1.34,
2

.05 (see Appendix F).

The null hyrothesis was accepted.

Charter
Liscursior
The results of thin irvertleation arpear to raise sone
questions concerning the relationshir between father-absence
and anxiety levelr in a male college ronulation.

h

test

comnaring the differences between the 7
.AS 'nears of the fatherabsence and father-rresence groups and four senarate chi
square orerations comraring MAS anxiety levels in the fatherabsence rroun

as to

type, length, and are of onset of father-

absence, and availability of a father surrorate, failed to
obtain siFnificant results.

These findinFs suggest that

anxiety, as a concomitant effect of father-absence, nay not
he as powerful or as viable as many researchers have
believed.
In the first analysis, although the

.A..; means were in

the anticipated direction, a t test comparison of the fatherabsence and father-presence groups was insignificant,

in

contrast, studies with children have found father-absence
related to general anxiety (Aoch, 1061; Stolz et al., 1054)
and anxiety associated with sex and sex-role identification
("cCord et al., 1062; Stephens, 1061).

Additional studies

have surf:rested that difficulties in sex-role identification
are related to anxiety within adolescent and cohere populations.

Two of these studies snecifically related anxi-

ety, as measured by the ?AS, to sex-role identification
24
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Problems In a collope pelvulatioc A.aaowick, 1n5!'s
44lith

Roserberr, 1401).

Witter"'

The third imtudy (Leichty, 144110)

found father-ahsence related to sexual anxiety in • collie
copulation.

However, a projective technique desimed for

children, and thus less suitable for collope students, was
employed as the anxiety measure.

In view of this loric,

this investipation expected to find a sipnificant relatiorship between father-absence and anxiety levels in a male
cohere porulation.
There are, however, several Possible explanations for
the failure to find significance.

Cne explanation relates

to the nature and composition of this investigation's samrle,
which is probably older, more intelligent, and of a higher
socioeconomic class than the majority of the sanrles in the
studies reviewed.

'or examrle, father-absent males in a

college sample may have acquired, in the intervening period
of years since childhood, the necessary and sufficient
responsibility, maturity, and inderendence to work through
and eventually resolve the suprosedly chronic effects of
anxiety stemming from father-absence.

furthermore, a

college sample's superior cognitive functioning can be a
decided advantage in facilitating a mastery of the environment and of rroblem solving, illustrated in abilities to
understand the world, to nlan for the future, and to core
effectively with perceived crises.
Another characteristic of the sample is that

t prob-

ably includes fewer lower class individuals, who are narticularly more vulnerable to the debilitating effects of

father-absence thar are
Indtvidqals from middle
and urper
!Tocioeconomic classes (Bi
ller, ).0/1). This
samolinf bile
%ay have served to reduce
the extent of some of the
more
harmful effects of father
-absence in the ooruiatio
n from
which this study's sam
ple was drawn.
A final explanation
for the failure to find
sirnificance in the I test inv
olves the choice of the
'!anifest
Anxiety ..;cale as an
anxiety indicator. .ince the
is
a measure of reneral, chr
onic anxiety, this scale
may not
have been sufficiently
sensitive. ierhapr a sca
le which
assesses a nore secific
tyre of anxiety, such as
that related to sex-role identi
fication, would have det
ected sirnificant differences.
In the second analys
is, four separate chi sal
are operations on the '7iS -cores
within the father-absence
examined the differential
effects of type, length, and
are
of onset of father-absen
ce, and availability of a
father
surroFate on anxiety. :.a
ny researchers have found
that these
factors differentially inf
luence the effects of fat
herabsence 5n child popula
tions (Jenson, 106P; iiller
, 1071;
Biller - Bahm, 1971; Bla
nchard
Biller, 1071; Goode, 10(1;
Hetherington, 1966, 1973;
lash, 1065; ledersen & Rab
son,
1960; Sartrock, 1070a, 107
01o; Steimel, 1060; Sutton
-Smith
et al., 196P; iohlford et
al., 1070). The results of
this
chi souare analysis failed
to snrnort any of the invest
igation's hypotheses. Fer
haps the factors examined in
this
investigation are not the
significant variables whi
ch influence anxiety in father-ab
sence males. ::ore relevant
variables

may he involved which were not
within the score of this study.
Another possihie exrlanatio for
the lack of slrnificanc. in the chi 3quare analysis
le, as in the cane of the
I test, that the cone,. samrle vari
es in chronolorical are
and competency compared to the samp
les of the reported literatire. In contrast to this investir
ation's collere-arc
population, all of the cited rese
arch explorinr the differential influence of tyre, length,
and are of onset, and availability of a father surrogate was cond
ucted utilizing child
a.,d younger adolescent populations.
As alluded to earlier,
this intervening period of years may
he critical in e,upplying the responsibility, maturity
, and inderendence to help
reduce or even eradicate the sunnosed
ly chronic effects of
early childhood father-absence.
Consequently, a college nopulatior of
father-absent
males may appear to possess the requ
isite knowledge and
skills which several researchers, incl
uding -iller t1970),
Bronfebrerner (1961), Mussen et al. (1)6
3), Rosen and
L'Andrade (195n), and ;an Manen (1n(P),
have deemed so essential and critical for adequately prerarin
g children for life
and therefore for facilitating the resoluti
on of the chronic
effects of anxiety stemming from early chil
dhood fatherabsence.
Implications for further research would
include more
systematic and controlled investigatio
ns of the differential
effects of such variables as mother-child rela
tionship, sex
of the child, and sociocultural backgrou
nd of the family.
Future studies might investirate the effe
ct of the mother's

7F
nersonality on father-absent
ch!ldrer. **ore sersitive anx
iety measures mirht be employed
to detect specific tyres of
anxiety related to father-absence
. Finally. lonritqdinal
rerearch might examine the
developmental changes in anxiet
y
related to father-absence. As
surrested by this study, the
effects of father-abscnce may
!‘e more marked in younrer
children than in older males.

Arrendix A
YLUR A -i.11-116
1.
2.
?.
4.

I
T
T
T
5. T
f. T
7. T
F. T
q.
10.
11.
12.
11.
14.
15.
IF.
17.

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

1P. T
1Q.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

T
T
T
T
T
T

25.
26.
27.
?P.
2Q.
30.
31.

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

32. T
33. T
34. T

35. T
36. T
37. T

I.
F
r
F

I do not tire quickly.
I an troubled by attacks
of nausea.
I believe that I am no
more nervous than most oth
ers.
I have very few headac
hes.
I work under a great
deal of tension.
F I cannot keer my mind
on one thing.
F I worry over Toney
and business.
F I frequently not
ice my hand shakes when
I try to
do something.
F I blush no more often
than others.
F I have diarrhea onc
e a month or more.
F I worry quite a bit
over possible misfortunes.
F I rractically never
blush.
F I am often afraid tha
t I am going to blush.
F I have nightmares eve
ry few nights.
F :4y hands and feet are
usually warn enough.
F I sweat very easily
even on cool days.
F Sometimes when emb
arrassed I break out in
a sweat
which annoys me greatly.
F I hardly ever not
ice my heart rounding and
I am
seldom short of breath.
F I feel hungry alm
ost all the time.
F I am very seldom
troubled by constipation.
F I have a great deal
of stomach trouble.
F I have had reriod
s in which I lost sleep ove
r worry.
F My sleep is fitful and
disturbed.
F I dream frequently abo
ut things that are best
kept
to myself.
F I am easily embarrass
ed.
F I am more sensitive tha
n most people.
F I frequently find mys
elf worrying over ,
zomething.
F I wish I could be
as harry as others seem to
be.
F I am usually calm and
not easily upset.
F I cry easily.
F I feel anxiety about
something or someone alm
ost
all the time.
F I am happy most of the
time.
F It makes me nervous to hav
e to wait.
F I have periods of suc
h great restlessness that I
cannot sit long in a cha
ir.
F Sometimes I become so exc
ited that I find it hard
to get to sleep,.
F I have sometimes felt
that difficulties were
riling Up so high that I
could not overcome them.
F I must admit that I
have at times been worrie
d
beyond reason over someth
ing that really did not mat
ter.
2c)

,0
P.
14. T

F
r

40. T F
41. T F
42. T F
41. T F
44. T F
45. T F
46. T
47. T F
4P. T F
49. T F
50. T F

I have very few fears commared to my friends.
I have bean afraid of thinrs or peorle that I
know could not *art le.
I certainly feel useless at times.
I find it hard to keer my mind on a task or • job.
I am usually self-conscious.
I am inclined to take thinrs hard.
I am a hirh-strun, merman.
Life is a strain for me much of the time.
At times I think I am ro food at all.
I an certainly tacking' in self-confidence.
I sometimes feel that I am about to po to pieces
I shrink from facing a crisis or difficulty.
I am entirely self-confident.

YCU VERY M'JCH FCR YCUR TI. itt“L

Appendix
This questionnaire is part of a research
investigation that
is being conducted by a graduate student in clini
cal psychology. Your cooperation in fillinr it out as
honestly and
truthnally as roEsible will be rreatly arprecia
ted. All of
the infornation will he considered strictly conf
idential.
Thank you.

Stndent ID num'ler (Social security ;Artiber)
Clans

Lays

Tills

Tnstrictor
(1) PArthdate
(2) Circle your marital status. (single)
(married)
(-enarated) (divorced) (widower)
(3) Circle your race.

(Caucasian) (Negro) (Oriental) (Cther)

(4) List the ages of any brothers you have
.
(5) List the ages of any sisters you have.
V) Circle your religious preference or affiliation.
(irotestant) (Roman Catholic) (Jewish) (Cther)
(-one)
(7) Circle the approximate annual Income of your fami
ly.
(less than $5,000) (.5,000-10,000) (.+$11,00
0-q;15,000)
($16,000-i;25,000) (above ;;26,000)
(P) In which state is your family home':
(Jrite "None" if home is other than
(n) Circle the ropulation of the city or community
in which
your family lives. (under 10,000) (10,
000-50,000)
(50,000-100,000) (100,000-500,000) (500,000-1,0
00,000)
(over 1,000,000)
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(1P) l.fore you entered elementry school, was your father
ever abeent or sone from your home on a continuous Nisie
duo to death, separation, divorce, military service, etc.':
(Yes) (;‘o)
If "Yet)"
(A) Circle the reason or cause for his absence
from the home. (Leath) (4eparation) (Livorce)
(lilitary service) (Lesertion) (Cther)
(A) Circle approximately how ion, he was absent

or pone. (less than 6 monthc) (f months-1
year) (1-1! years) (11-2 years) 2-2?' years)
(2-3 years) (over 3 years)

(C) Circle arproximately how old you were wher
your father left your home. (less than 4
months) (6 months-1 year) (l-1?, years) (1i-2
years) (2-2k years) (2!,-3 years) (3-3i years)
(3x-4 years) (4-4/ years) (41 -5 years) (over
5 years)
(D) During the period of your father's absence
from your home, was there, in your estimation,
a father substitute, such as a grandfather,
uncle, or older brother, that lived with you
and your family'? (Yes) (.o) If "Yes", approximately how lone was this father substitute
available to you'?
(11) As you were crowing up, was your father available to you
and your family on a reg-ular basis in your home
(Yes)
(.0)
PLLASL TUR, TO YAC1, 2 Ai.L RLAL EACH STATET OAREF"LLY. THE,
DECIDE ,IHETH:R IT IS TRC.L. AS AIFLILL TO YOU CR 2A1.61.. AS AIILIEL
TC YCU

Appendix C
ContInrency Table Comparinr

t.a Anxiety Levels

A.th Type of Father-Absence

nnxiety Level
Tyre of Father-Absence

Low

Divorce-Senaration-Lesertion
Death--ilitary Service-mrloyment

33

Medium

Hirh

9.15

P.(0

9.15

10.P5

10.70

10.P7

Appendix 1,
Contingency Table Conparinr Ah.; Anxiety Levels
Lenrth of Father-kbsence

Anxietv LeYels
Lenpth of Father-Absence
Lonr Than Three Yearr
Cver Three Years

34,

Low

'edium

Hiph

10.1 7

0.66

10.17

9.P3

o.34

o.pl

Aprendix
Contingency Table Comparing

Anxiety Levels

.iith Ave of Onset of Father-Absence
5n)

Anxiety Levr1^
A Fre

of Cnset of Father-Absence

Low

•1,•!%

Less than 1 Year

7.37

1-2 Years

4.79

73-5 Years

7.P6

Cver 5 Years

7.37
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Appendix F
Continpency Table Comoarinp 74AS Anxiety Levels
Aith Availability of a Father '.illrrofate
(1=59)

1%nx1ety Levels
Availability of a Father Surroratp

Low

Treserce

7.4

7.0P

7.4

Abse,ice

12.54

11.01

12.54
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